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a b s t r a c t 

Enceladus is the first outer solar system body on which pit chains have been positively identified. We 

map the global distribution of pit chains and show that pit chains are among the youngest tectonic fea- 

tures on Enceladus’s surface, concentrated in the cratered plains centered on Enceladus’s Saturnian and 

anti-Saturnian hemispheres. Pit chains on Enceladus are interpreted as the surface expressions of subsur- 

face dilational fractures underlying a cover of unconsolidated material, which we infer to be a geologi- 

cally young cover of loose regolith that mantles the surface of Enceladus. A widespread layer of regolith 

may act to insulate the surface, which has implications for the thermal state of Enceladus’s ice shell. The 

widespread distribution of pit chains across the cratered plains indicates that this ancient surface has 

recently been tectonically active. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Pit chains are collinear assemblages of circular to elliptical

epressions ( Fig. 1 ) that are widespread on solid-surface bodies

cross the solar system. These landforms have been described on

enus ( Bleamaster et al., 2004 ), Earth ( Okubo and Martel, 1998;

errill et al., 2004, 2011; Wyrick et al., 2004 ), Mars ( Wyrick et al.,

0 04; Ferrill et al., 20 04 ), and several small solar system bodies,

ncluding Phobos ( Thomas et al., 1979; Hurford et al., 2016 ), Eros

 Prockter et al., 2002; Buczkowski et al., 2008 ), Gaspra ( Veverka

t al., 1994 ), Ida ( Sullivan et al., 1996 ), and Vesta ( Buczkowski et

l., 2012a,b,2013; Wyrick et al., 2010 ) ( Fig. 1 ). Pit chains across

he solar system form by a variety of mechanisms, including karst,

ava tube collapse, venting processes, extensional fracturing, or di-

ational faulting (e.g., Wyrick et al., 2004, 2010 ). Pit chains have

lso been identified on Enceladus ( Michaud et al., 2008 ); there-

ore, characterizing the mechanism by which pit chains form on
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nceladus will provide insights into the manner in which its icy

hell deforms and will further unravel the complex and dynamic

eologic history of this moon. 

Enceladus’s active plume ( Porco et al., 2006 ) and thermal

nomaly ( Spencer et al., 2006 ) within the South Polar Terrain (SPT)

ake Enceladus one of the few geologically active bodies in the

olar system and a primary astrobiological target. These SPT jets

ct as a source of fall-back material that may have mantled Ence-

adus’s surface ( Porco et al., 2006; Kempf et al., 2010 ) and, in

art, contributed to the muted morphologies of craters ( Bray et

l., 2007; Kirchoff and Schenk, 2009; Bland et al., 2012 ) and tec-

onic landforms observed across Enceladus ( Crow-Willard and Pap-

alardo, 2015 ) . Therefore, any recent tectonic dissection of the sur-

ace would necessarily have interacted with this mantled surface.

it chains were initially reported within the ancient cratered plains

 Fig. 2 ) centered near the Saturnian (0 °) and anti-Saturnian (180 °)
oints ( Michaud et al., 2008 ). Here, we aim to characterize pit

hains on Enceladus and determine their likely formation mech-

nism(s) by assessing their spatial distribution, their age relative

o other terrains, and their relationship or interaction with the re-

ently mantled surface. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.03.014
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.icarus.2017.03.014&domain=pdf
mailto:martines@si.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.03.014
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Fig. 1. The morphology of pit chains across the solar system. a. Eros from NEAR . Image no. 135344864 ( Buczkowski et al., 2008 ). b. Phobos. Image PIA10367. c. Albalonga 

Catena, Vesta. Modified after Buczkowski et al. (2013) . d. Venus. Right-look Magellan data near 13 °S, 112 °E ( Bleamaster et al., 2004 ). e. Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii centered at 

19.3909 °N 155.3076 °W. Image taken 12/06/2014, acquired from Google Earth on 04/20/2016. f. Ida, modified from image PIA00332. g. Gaspra, modified from Galileo image 

PIA00332. h. Pit chains in northeastern Iceland centered near 65.9902 °N and 16.5301 °W (see also Figs. 3a & 5 in Ferrill et al., 2011 ). Image taken on 7/27/2012, acquired from 

Google Earth 04/20/2016. i. Pit chains on Mars from the Mars Global Surveyor Mars Orbiter Camera, centered near 6.5398 °S and 119.9703 °W on the flank of Arsia Mons. 

Image PIA02874. 

Fig. 2. a. Pit chains on Enceladus are composed of collinear, isolated pits. Cassini ISS Image No. N1489050144 centered at 4 °E, 152 °N with a resolution of 75 m/pixel. b. A 

histogram of pit chain diameters showing a range of 30 0–10 0 0 m. The population represented in this histogram are from a sampling of pits across the surface. 
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Fig. 3. Examples of different pit chain morphologies on Enceladus ( Martin and Kattenhorn, 2013, 2014; Nahm and Kattenhorn, 2015 ). a. Chains of isolated pits. Image no. 

1489050078 (77 m/pixel). b. Pit chains comprised of partially merged pits. Image no. N150 0 061010 (134 m/pixel). c. Fully merged pit chains characterized by scalloped edges 

along the trough rim. Image no. N150 0 061010 (134 m/pixel). Arrows highlight individual examples of each of the three morphologies. 
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. Observations 

High-resolution images (i.e., 40–200 m/pixel) from the Cassini

maging Science Subsystem (ISS) camera were used to produce a

etailed, global-scale map of the distribution of pit chains across

nceladus. Raw images from the Planetary Data System (PDS) were

rocessed using the USGS Integrated Software for Images and

pectrometers (ISIS). Individual high-resolution images were super-

mposed on a global mosaic of Enceladus ( Roatsch et al., 2013 ) and

it chains were mapped in an ArcGIS environment. 

.1. Pit chain morphology and morphometry 

Pit chains on Enceladus occur as aligned sets of circular and el-

iptical depressions ( Fig. 2 ) that lack elevated rims or impact ejecta,

nd do not appear to modify the surface beyond their edges. Pit

iameters measured perpendicular to the strike of the chain and

ere observed to be 30 0–10 0 0 m in diameter, with the bulk of

it diameters at 450–700 m ( Fig. 2 b). The spacing between indi-

idual pits within a single chain is ∼20 0–50 0 m. Pit chains oc-

ur as parallel sets with the spacing between pit chains within

 set range from 50 0–20 0 0 m. The morphology of pit chains on

nceladus is variable ( Fig. 3 ) ( Martin and Kattenhorn, 2013, 2014;

ahm and Kattenhorn, 2015 ) and all pit chain morphologies may

xist within a given pit chain set ( Wyrick et al., 2004; Nahm and

attenhorn, 2015 ). Some pit chains appear as shallow, muted lin-

ar depressions along which occur isolated pits ( Fig. 3 a). Other pit

hains consist of evenly spaced pits, commonly with adjacent pits

ithin a single chain touching or even merging ( Fig. 3 b). Others,

till, appear as scalloped to irregular linear depressions, where in-

ividual pits appear to have fully merged along a lineament or

rough, creating the appearance of a continuous dilational crack

 Fig. 3 c). We identify troughs or sets of troughs with irregular rims

s pit chains on the basis of their spatial association other pit

hains. 
.2. Global distribution of pit chains 

Global mapping of pit chains ( Fig. 4 ) supports the predomi-

ance of pit chains within the cratered plains noted by Michaud

t al. (2008) , from 60 °S to 55 °N. We additionally observe a group

f pit chains in the tectonized terrains on the trailing hemisphere

entered at 60 °E; these pit chains have no distinct morphological

ifference from those observed elsewhere on Enceladus. The large-

cale topographic basins observed from stereogrammetry across

0% of Enceladus ( Schenk and McKinnon, 2009 ) share no spatial

elationship to the distribution of Enceladus’s pit chains. Pit chains

ave not been observed above 55 °N; although this paucity of pit

hains within the north polar terrains may be an observational bias

ue to low-resolution coverage. It is also possible that whatever

echanism forms pit chains on Enceladus is not occurring or pit

hains have not been preserved in these northern regions. 

Pit chains within the cratered terrains form in groups of evenly

paced, regionally parallel sets ( Fig. 3 ). These sets have similar ge-

metric patterns and evidence of mechanical interactions in frac-

ure growth paths to those observed in terrestrial joint sets (e.g.,

ruikshank and Aydin, 1995 ). 

.3. Relative ages of pit chains 

Pit chains are observed predominantly crosscutting the cratered

lains ( Fig. 4 ), which are interpreted as ancient ( ∼4 Ga) terrains

ased on the high areal density of impact craters ( Kirchoff and

chenk, 2009 ). However, pit chains also crosscut other terrains

 Fig. 5 ), superposing many regions interpreted to be relatively ge-

logically young. For example, Enceladus’s tectonized terrains have

een inferred as relatively young based on global geologic mapping

 Crow-Willard and Pappalardo, 2015 ), and the trailing hemisphere

ectonized terrains have been dated using crater densities to 0.02–

 Ga ( Kirchoff and Schenk, 2009 ) ( Fig. 5 a, b). The superposition of

it chains within parts of the tectonized terrains suggest that at

east some pit chains formed more recently than the process(es)

hat rendered these tectonized terrains. Pit chains are also found
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Fig. 4. Global distribution of pit chains. Shaded grey regions are the tectonized terrains; tan regions are the southern curvilinear terrains ( Crow-Willard and Pappalardo, 

2015 ) and South Polar Terrains. The remaining regions are cratered terrains. Pit chains are concentrated within the cratered terrains (centered near 0 ° and 180 °), but some 

are observed within the trailing hemisphere tectonized terrain (near 60 °E). Basemap credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSI; Roatsch et al. (2013) . 
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at the boundaries between the cratered terrains and the tectonized

terrains ( Fig. 5 e, f), commonly in en echelon patterns, suggestive of

relatively young shear motion at terrain boundaries ( Martin, 2016 ).

The low occurrence of craters in the southern curvilinear terrains

and proximity to the geologically active SPT implies a relatively

young age for these terrains ( Crow-Willard and Pappalardo, 2015 ).

Nonetheless, the southern curvilinear terrains are also crosscut by

pit chains ( Fig. 5 c, d), implying that at least some stages of pit

chain formation are geologically recent. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Pit chain formation mechanisms 

Pit chains on rocky bodies may form through a variety of mech-

anisms ( Fig. 6 ); therefore, we briefly discuss here the likelihood of

each of these mechanisms in the context of Enceladus and the im-

plications of the favored mechanisms on pit chain evolution and

the impact of plume activity. 

3.1.1. Secondary impact craters 

Secondary impact craters typically occur in clusters or chains

( Fig. 6 a) that radiate from a central point. Secondaries also have

morphological characteristics in common with primary impact

craters, such as raised rims and ejecta. Additionally, secondary

impact structures may be associated with a diagnostic herring-

bone pattern ( Fig. 6 a), have non-circular rims, and low depth-to-

diameter ratios (e.g., Oberbeck and Morrison, 1974; Pike and Wil-

helms, 1978; McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006 ). There is no evidence

for either the V-shaped herringbone ridges around any of the cir-

cular depressions in the pit chains, or for clustering of the depres-

sions. Furthermore, pit chains on Enceladus lack elevated rims or

ejecta, and occur in parallel (rather than radiating) sets, which is

inconsistent with formation as secondary impact structures. 

3.1.2. Lava tubes 

Lava tubes are subsurface channels created when low-viscosity

lavas develop thick crusts above a channelized flow to form a roof.
ava tubes form in the downslope direction and can have non-

inear surface traces. The collapse of roof sections of lava tubes

eads to aligned sets of pits, a process that has been observed on

he Earth, the Moon ( Haruyama et al., 2009 ), and Mars ( Cushing

t al., 2007 ) ( Fig. 6 b). Observed cryovolcanic activity on Enceladus

s explosive rather than effusive and appears contained within

he SPT (e.g., Porco et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2009 ). Addition-

lly, pit chains on Enceladus appear to form independent of to-

ography (cf. Schenk and McKinnon, 2009 ); lava tubes will follow

re-existing downslope topography. Moreover, no plausible flow

ronts or source vents for effusive volcanic activity have been ob-

erved anywhere on Enceladus suggesting that perhaps Enceladus

as never experienced any kind of effusive volcanism. 

.1.3. Karst dissolution 

Pit chains associated with karst dissolution form due to flow of

 liquid solvent within a soluble material ( Fig. 6 d). Composition-

lly, the shell of Enceladus is dominated by water ice ( Brown et al.,

006 ), and there is no plausible solvent that is stable in liquid form

ear the surface of Enceladus because of temperature and pres-

ure conditions. In addition to posing a difficulty for ice shell dis-

olution, relying on water from an underlying ocean to thermally

rode near-surface ice is problematic from an energy standpoint.

he bulk of the ocean should be in thermal equilibrium with the

ase of the ice shell, which results in a lack of excess heat needed

o erode subsurface channels. Furthermore, the density contrast

f liquid water and water ice is incompatible with sustaining a

uid flowing sufficiently near the surface to cause collapse. The

earth of evidence supporting an active groundwater circulation

ycle on Enceladus makes karst dissolution an unlikely scenario for

it chain formation. 

.1.4. Venting 

Venting, or explosive cryovolcanism due to heating and escape

f subsurface volatiles, would leave behind a void that allows re-

olith drainage, plausibly forming pit chains. We define “regolith”

s a layer of unconsolidated or disaggregated material that overlies

he solid portion of the icy crust, independent of source or gen-

sis. Venting-induced formation of pits may show accompanying
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Fig. 5. Pit chains are among the youngest features on the surface of Ence- 

ladus. Examples of pit chains in each image are highlighted by black arrows. 

a, b. Pit chains crosscutting the tectonized terrains. c, d. Pit chains overprint- 

ing the geologically young southern curvilinear terrains encompassing the South 

Polar Terrain . The northern boundary of the southern curvilinear terrains is ap- 

proximated by a black line. e, f. Pit chains at terrain boundaries, commonly in 

en echelon arrays. Terrain boundaries are approximated by black lines. Cassini 

image numbers: a. N1637465942, 137 m/pixel (centered at 4.933 °W, 23.014 °S); 

b. N1487300854, 118 m/pixel (centered at 50.709 °E, 124.364 °S); c. N1652859224, 

204 m/pixel (centered at 32.228 °W, 53.51 °S); d. N1487300107, 148 m/pixel (centered 

at 92.09 °E, 15.153 °S); e. N1652863294, 264 m/pixel (centered at 35.939 °W, 5.574 °N); 

f. N14 873004 82, 132 m/pixel (centered at 24.143 °E, 18.5 °N). 
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vidence of volcanism such as flow features, cinder cones, fissure

ruptions, or maar explosions (e.g. Okubo and Martel, 1998; Thor-

arson and Larsen, 2007 ). Venting was proposed as the mechanism

or a 3–6 km wide chain of pits radial to Ali Baba crater, as seen

n Voyager data of Enceladus’ northern hemisphere ( Kargel, 1984 ).

assini data revealed this feature in greater detail, showing no evi-

ence for venting or a linear assemblage of pits and casting doubt

n any resemblance to the pit chains described here. Nonetheless,

assini data have led to the direct observation of venting along

he jets emanating from the so-called tiger stripes: eruptive cracks

ear the south pole of Enceladus ( Fig. 7 ) ( Porco et al., 2014 ). Pos-

ible driving mechanisms for the venting include direct vaporiza-

ion of subsurface ocean water ( Spencer et al., 2006 ), shear heat-

ng ( Nimmo et al., 2007 ), dissociation of clathrates ( Kieffer et al.,

006 ), and fissure eruptions ( Spitale et al., 2015; Kite and Rubin,

016 ). The margins of the tiger stripes are elevated above their

urroundings ( ∼150–260 m ( Patthoff et al., 2014 )), are relatively

traight ( Spencer et al., 2009 ), and relatively wide ( ∼2 km ( Porco et

l., 2006 )). No nozzle-like individual vents, cones, or pitting from

hich particulate material may have explosively emanated have
een observed along the tiger stripes ( Fig. 7 ). The pits within pit

hains observed on Enceladus show no substantial topographic ex-

ressions and are of the order of 20 0–50 0 m in width. The lack

f morphological similarity between the pit chains and the tiger

tripes therefore casts doubt on venting as a likely mechanism for

it chain formation on Enceladus. 

.1.5. Extension fractures and dilational faulting 

Pit chains can be produced by the opening of mode I tension

ractures (i.e., joints) or along high-angle normal faults beneath

 loose unconsolidated regolith (e.g., Ferrill et al., 2004, Wyrick

t al., 2004 ). Both extension fracturing and dilational faulting re-

ult in subsurface voids into which loose material on the sur-

ace can drain, creating linear assemblages of pits ( Ferrill et al.,

0 04; Wyrick et al., 20 04 ). Drainage of regolith into open frac-

ures was proposed as a mechanism for the chains of pits on Pho-

os ( Horstman and Melosh, 1989 ) and Mars ( Wyrick et al., 2004 ).

he results of analog models ( Ferrill et al., 2004 ) supported the pit

hain evolution proposed by Wyrick et al. (2004) , suggesting that

ndividual, isolated pits are the first features to form in the regolith

s it begins to drain into the void created by dilation of a fracture

t the surface ( Fig. 8 a). Model results showed that continued dila-

ion at the surface caused individual pits to increase in diameter

nd ellipticity ( Fig. 8 b) prior to coalescing and forming partially

erged pit chains ( Fig. 8 c). With continued dilation, pit chains fur-

her evolved ( Fig. 8 d) into fully merged pit chains with scalloped

dges, where individual pits could no longer be resolved ( Fig. 8 e).

oth modeled pits and those observed on Enceladus lack elevated

ims and demonstrate a continuum of morphologies, ranging from

solated pits to evenly spaced pits of similar size, to scalloped lin-

ar depressions created by merged pits ( Martin and Kattenhorn,

013; Nahm and Kattenhorn, 2015 ). The strong morphological re-

emblance between analog models and the observed morphology

f pit chains on Enceladus supports the interpretation that pit

hains on Enceladus likely formed above dilated, extensional tec-

onic structures. 

Regionally isolated linear and parallel sets of pit chains with

istinct orientations on Enceladus are consistent with a spatially

ariable stress field (e. g., Patthoff and Kattenhorn, 2011 ); there

s a variety of global and local stress mechanisms in which frac-

ures may form parallel sets of fractures with regionally variable

rientations ( Collins et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, the parallel orien-

ations of pit chains within individual sets suggest a common driv-

ng mechanism, stress field, and timing of formation. Extensional

ectonics is a dominant process modifying the surfaces of the icy

atellites of the outer solar system ( Collins et al., 2009; Katten-

orn and Hurford, 2009 ). For example, pit chains on Phobos (fre-

uently called grooves) ( Horstman and Melosh, 1989 ) are likely the

esult of tidally induced extensional tectonics ( Hurford et al., 2016 ),

orming fracture sets similar to those observed on Enceladus. The

bserved morphology of individual pits and the continuum of pit

hain morphologies on Enceladus, as well as the distribution of lin-

ar and parallel sets of pit chains on Enceladus, make extensional

racturing and/or dilational faulting our favored mechanism for pit

hain formation on Enceladus. 

.2. Enceladus’s regolith 

The distribution of pit chains ( Fig. 4 ) suggests that regolith

s widely dispersed across Enceladus’s surface, including in the

ratered plains and across a small region of pit chains within

he southern tectonized terrains near 60 °E. Despite the limited

resence of pit chains within Enceladus’s tectonized terrains, the

trong spatial correlation between cratered plains and pit chains

aises two important points: (1) cratered plains must have an

bundant mantle of loose regolith in which pit chains can form;
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Fig. 6. Pit chains across the solar system with known or inferred formation mechanisms. a. Secondary impact chain on the Moon demonstrating a herringbone texture. 

Centered at 22.8796 °N, 25.0183 °W. Apollo image AS17-3093 (e.g. McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006 ). b. Lunar lava tube centered at 34 °N, −43 °E. From LRO WAC morphologic 

basemap mosaic. c. Linear chains of pits resulting from venting at Kilauea volcano in Hawaii. Image taken February 1, 2010 and obtained May 24, 2016 centered at 19.40177 °N, 

155.2758 °W (from Google Earth). d. McCauly Sinks karst south of Winslow, AZ. Image taken October 12, 2012 and obtained May 24, 2016, centered at 34.7972 °N, 110.5907 °W 

(from Google Earth). e. Enki Catena primary crater chain on Ganymede. Image no. PIA01610. f. Pit chains resulting from dilational faulting in northwestern Iceland. Image 

taken July 27, 2012 and obtained May 24, 2016, centered at 66.0258 °N, 165,840 °W (from Google Earth) ( Ferrill et al., 2011 ). 
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and (2) the cratered plains are in the process of being dissected

by pit chains ( Fig. 5 ), or were recently dissected (See Section 2.3 ).

We do not suggest that the overall paucity of pit chains within

the tectonized terrains necessarily signals the absence of regolith

in these regions. Perhaps there is insufficient regolith across much

of the tectonized terrains to create pit chains, or the pit chains are

too nascent to be resolved with the current dataset. The lack of

pit chains may also suggest that there is a fundamental rheological

difference between the cratered plains and tectonized terrains that

has allowed for the recent formation of pit chains in the cratered

plains. While we suggest that the presence of pit chains on Ence-

ladus is a way to detect regolith on the surface, we do not imply

that the absence of pit chains is a proxy for the absence of regolith;

it may be that the tectonic deformation that drives pit chain for-

mation either has not occurred within the tectonized terrains, or

has not been preserved. 

A first-order estimate of the thickness of regolith can be in-

ferred from the observed population of pit chains on Enceladus

based on a geometric relationship of pit diameter and an assumed

angle of repose. This method is similar to that used in studies of

pit chains on Gaspra ( Veverka et al., 1994 ), Ida ( Sullivan et al.,

1996 ), and Eros ( Prockter et al., 2002 ), which all use an angle of

repose of 30 ° and the width of the pit chain measured perpendic-

ular to strike to geometrically calculate regolith depth (assuming

that pit depth is equal to regolith thickness). On Enceladus, pit di-

ameters range from 30 0–10 0 0 m, with a mean diameter of 583 m,

which corresponds to a range of regolith depths of 90–290 m, or

168 m based on the mean pit diameter. 
Regolith on Enceladus is likely to come from two potential

ources: impacts and plume fall-back. Upper limits of impact-

enerated regolith (not including the mega-regolith of the upper

rust) based on lunar highlands estimates are of the order of 8 m

 Bart et al., 2011 ). We use the lunar values as a first order es-

imate of impact generated regolith on Enceladus, but acknowl-

dge that 8 m likely reflects a minimum depth. The proposed im-

actor population for the Saturn system is, on average, two orders

f magnitude greater than the lunar impactor population ( Dones

t al., 2009 ) with cratering rates at Enceladus estimated to be

.0 × 10 –14 –5.7 × 10 –13 ( Zahnle et al., 2003 ). A greater number of

mpactors in the Saturn system may suggest that Enceladus would

xperience a greater flux of impacts with respect to the Moon. 

Modeled rates of plume-sourced regolith deposition on Ence-

adus vary with proximity to the jets ( Kempf et al., 2010 ): the

ighest rate of 1 mm/yr is equivalent to 100 m/10 5 years very near

he jets. Near 45 °S, modeled deposition is 10 –3 mm/yr ( Kempf et

l., 2010 ) or 100 m/10 8 years. Around the equator, plume deposi-

ion is of the order of 100 m/10 9 years. All estimated rates assume

ustained plume activity through time and although these rates

ould deposit the estimated 90–290 m of regolith within the life-

ime of Enceladus, so far there is insufficient evidence to determine

he plume flux through time. Furthermore, the spatial distribution

f plume fallout deposition rates shows a pattern that is broadly

onsistent with the observed pit chain distribution in that they

oth display similar (albeit slightly offset) antipodal distributions

 Kempf et al., 2010 ). Discrepancies in the observed and modeled

egolith distributions suggest that either the model needs refine-
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Fig. 7. Damascus Sulcus on Enceladus’s South Polar Terrain. Image no. PIA11125, 

33 m/pixel. Locations of jets 63–73 (left to right) from Porco et al. (2014) ; the circle 

diameter is the 2 σ uncertainty in jet location. 
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ent, that plumes have not been constant in rate or location over

ime, or that there are other methods for generating regolith that

ave yet to be considered. Ultimately, the observation of pit chains

n Enceladus provides a way of detecting regolith distributed on
ig. 8. Experimentally formed pit chains (left) (modified after Fig. 4 in Ferrill et al., 20

xperimental set-up), compared with pit chains on the cratered plains of Enceladus (righ

orm with a regular spacing ( c ), and finally merge together ( d ) into a continuous scallop

lains of Enceladus, for which we infer a similar evolutionary sequence. (Observed image

.15 °S, 158.11 °E, e. 7.911 °S, 158.239 °E). 
he surface, but cannot directly address how or when the regolith

as emplaced. 

.3. Significance of regolith depth 

Within regions of Enceladus where pit chains have been ob-

erved, the presence of a thick layer of regolith may have an insu-

ating effect causing the top portion of the icy shell to be warmer

 Passey and Shoemaker, 1982 ; Squyres et al., 1983; Passey, 1983;

land et al., 2012 ). This phenomenon could mean that the effective

urface temperature at the top of the brittle portion of the ice shell

ould be closer to 120 K ( Bland et al., 2012; Passey and Shoemaker,

982 ) instead of the observed 70 K at the surface ( Spencer et al.,

006 ). These warmer temperatures would allow viscous relaxation

o occur more easily, which has implications for understanding the

elaxed state of craters observed across Enceladus and may help to

efine parameters within thermal models (e.g., Bland et al., 2012;

itri and Showman, 2008 ) giving better insight into the thermal

volution of Enceladus. Additionally, a layer of regolith would act

o mute the morphology of the surface where such a layer occurs,

n some ways mimicking the effects of topographic modification

ia viscous relaxation. Further work is needed to constrain the dis-

ribution of regolith depths across the surface of Enceladus, to bet-

er estimate the thermal state of the ice shell and the role regolith

lays in modifying the surface morphology. However, to a first or-

er, the distribution of pit chains presented here provides an indi-

ator of the locations on Enceladus’s surface where the presence of

egolith could potentially have implications for the thermal state of

he ice shell. 

. Conclusion 

Detailed mapping of pit chains reveals a global distribution

f these landforms that extends over a wide range of latitudes,

rom 60 °S to 55 °N, and across an almost global longitudinal range.

rosscutting relationships reveal pit chains to be some of the

oungest features on the surface of Enceladus, suggesting that the
04 ) formed above a high angle normal fault (D is the amount of dilation in the 

t). As dilation proceeds in the Ferrill et al. (2004) analog work, isolated pits ( a, b. ) 

ed trough ( e ). All of these morphological stages are also observed in the cratered 

s centered at: a. 5.714 °S, 156.672 °E b. 10.285 °S, 163.285 °E, c. 8.128 °S, 163.119 °E, d. 
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cratered terrains have recently undergone extensional tectonic de-

formation. Pit chains form in assemblages of parallel sets with dis-

tinct orientations, preserving of a history of tectonic deformation

of the cratered terrains. A number of mechanisms have been pro-

posed to account for pit chain formation across the solar system.

The morphology and distribution of pit chains on Enceladus, how-

ever, are consistent with formation in association with extension

fractures or dilational faulting. This mechanism, in particular, re-

quires that a thick layer of loose regolith be present on the surface,

in which pits form as regolith drains into a subsurface fracture. Es-

timates of regolith depth range from 90–290 m deep, based on the

diameter of individual pits. Enceladus’s regolith is likely generated

from impact cratering and fall-back from Enceladus’s plume. Un-

derstanding the distribution of regolith on Enceladus’s surface is

important, as it may provide an insulating effect at the surface, in-

fluencing the effective surface temperature and the thermal state

of Enceladus’s icy shell. 
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